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Introduction: Fossil minerals are remained by ab-
rupt stopping and replacing from any organic life mo-
lecules at dynamic system of multiple carbon cycles on 
water-rich Earth. However, it should be applied to the 
extraterrestrial system on Mars, when closed system of 
carbon cycle can be found in Martian systems. The 
purpose of the paper is to elucidate fossil minerals 
formation in extraterrestrial Mars system from cyclic 
process [1-5]. 

Decomposition of life carbon-rich molecules: 
Formation of short life organic molecules (in year unit) 
is required global system of long-period carbon cycle 
(in million years unit) to be newly replaced to life-like 
carbon cycles at water-rich Earth [1, 6]. Therefore, it is 
normally to observe inorganic fossil minerals at long-
period geological system due to “abrupt decomposi-
tion” of fragile life-compounds on planets [1, 3-5]. 

Two cyclic system to form fossil formation: Two 
multiple carbon cycle systems are required to be con-
tinue the short and long carbon cycles as follows [5]: 

1) Short-range carbon cycle: Organic life mole-
cules [1, 6] are fragile to be decomposed to global in-
organic system of fossil minerals with other cycle step. 

2) Long-range carbon cycle: Inorganic carbon 
components of minerals are replaced at long-range 
geological system by a) inorganic crystal growth, or b) 
stopped and replaced from short life cycle to long-
period mineral components in global scale. 

Life indicator as replaced fossil minerals: Inor-
ganic fossil minerals decomposed from any life organ-
ic molecules are remnants of life molecules at active 
water-rich Earth. Therefore, compositions of fossil 
minerals represent replaced compositions in the envi-
ronments stopped life reactions as follows [5]: 

1) Water-rich sites: Carbonate minerals with life 
shapes are formed by stopped abruptly with any shock 
wave effects of meteoritic impact, volcano and quakes.   

2) Oxidized solid-rich sites: Abrupt stopping by 
any shock wave effects to solid rocks produces fossil 
minerals with oxides of silica quartz or magnetite [2]. 

3) Any limited conditions: Any phosphate and sul-
fide minerals at terrestrial and extraterrestrial condi-
tions are formed by sulfur- or phosphorous-rich fossils.  

From life-like fossil to larger minerals:  Large 
mineral crystals are nucleated from fine life molecules 
which are replaced finally micro-fossil minerals for 
long-period cyclic system in active Earth. Therefore, it  
 

 
is very difficult to distinguish origins of larger miner-
als from a) normal chemical growth, or b) growing 
from micro-fossil grains finally at old Mars or Earth 
planet. 

Survived fossil minerals by planetary impacts: 
Two steps of short and long cyclic system can be ap-
plied to other extraterrestrial planets, asteroids and the 
Moon. Therefore, active life molecules cannot be sur-
vived at short-period cycle, but fossil minerals can be 
remained at “inactive underground” due to little grow 
to larger crystalline minerals as follows [5]:  

1) “Planetary aggregates” by giant planetary colli-
sion at the Moon, Mars and carbonaceous Asteroidal 
objects reveal life remnants of fossil minerals with 
stopped life-like carbon cycles at “underground sites”.  
In this sense, the next space exploration mainly on 
surface surveys should detect underground or breccias 
rocks without direct weathering process. 

2) Any “airless Asteroids and the Moon” have 
usually little life-precursor at the limited inactive sys-
tem. However, carbon-rich asteroids of “carbonaceous 
asteroids” are considered to be possible carbon-bearing 
fossil remnants. However, stable formation of life-like 
active supra- and giant-molecules is difficult to be con-
tinued finally due to fragile compositions and textures.  

Summary: The results are summarized as follows: 
1) Fragile remnants of short-life organic molecules 

are replaced to inorganic micro-fossil minerals at long-
er cycles with stopping of reversible life cycles. 

2) Replaced fossil minerals show environmental  
compositions of carbon, oxygen, sulfur or phosphor-
ous elements with abruptly stopped reaction locally. 

3) Fossil minerals will be discovered at any under-
ground sites formed by “planetary collisions” with 
stopped reaction of short-life cycle formed at planets. 
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